Israeli short movies source list 2009
guf. bait. body
Dir: Emil Ray
emilmray@yahoo.com
The Play Was Over
Dir: Roni Almog
ronny2205@gmail.com
Donor-Acceptor
Dir: Mysh
myshlandia@gmail.com
My Royal Queen
Dir: Ofri Shalev
ofrish0@walla.com
Hyacinthus Lullaby
Dir: Na'ama Landau
namaland@gmail.com
Independence Park
Dir: Raphael Rephaeli
raphaelof@walla.co.il
Seven to Three
Dir: Elazar Zinvel
elazarz@gmail.com
Variation
Dir: Lital Arielly
litalarielly@gmail.com
When the sun will shine
Dir: Elad Zakai
eladzakai@yahoo.com
Deep Red
Dir: Eddie Tapero
eddiechka@gmail.com
The Right Move
Dir: Amit Gicelter
amitgicelter@yahoo.com
Portrait
Dir: Tomer Bahat
tomer.bahat@gmail.com
Who Ever Told You That You Were Strange?
Dir: Rachel Ben Zaken
mufraat@hotmail.com
The Sad song of the Earth
Dir: Yotam Ben-David
xiu.who@gmail.com

The Traitor
Dir: Tomer Velkoff
tomervelkoff@gmail.com
Israeli features TLVFest 2009 source list
Gay Days
Dir: Yair Qedar
qedary@gmail.com
The Way Up
Dir: Shirly Berkovitz

shirly.berkovitz@gmail.com
My Israeli Platoon
Dir: Roy Raz
razmoroy@yahoo.com
The Lizzy the Lezzy Marathon
Dir: Ruth Selwyn
ruth@ruthselwyn.com
Send Me an Angel
Dir: Nir NeEman
neeman.nir@gmail.com
A Short Chronicle of Illness
Dir: Eran Koblik Kedar
nicolasux@gmail.com
Tied Hands (2006)
Hide and Seek (1979)
Dir: Dan Wolman
danwol@zahav.net.il
The Other War
Tamar Glazerman
theotherwar@gmail.com
Moments (1979)
Dir: Michal Bat Adam
mizadam@netvision.net.il
My First War
Dir: Yariv Mozer
yariv@mozer-films.com
Seeds of Summer
Dir: Chen Lasker
info@edenproductions.co.il
The Quest for the Missing Piece
Dir: Oded Lotan
www.claudiusfilms.com
claudia.levin@claudiusfilms.com

Mom, I Didn't Kill Your Daughter
Dir: Orna Ben-Dor
mtregger@gmail.com
It Kinda Scares Me (2001)
Paper Dolls (2006)
Dir: Tomer Heymann
http://www.heymann-films.com
office@heymann-films.com
Fucking Different Tel Aviv
producer@ottothezombie.de
TLVFest Israeli shorts 2008:
The Elevator - Israel, 2007, 23 min.
Directed by Ben Hakim (benhak5@gmail.com)
Cast: Heni Yeshayahu, Alon Ronen
Haifa. Nighttime. Two men are stuck in an elevator in an old apartment building. As the rescuers
take
their time before arriving, the simple situation receives an entirely new meaning.
Killing You Softly - Israel, 2007, 12 min.
Directed by Revital Gal (revitalgal@yahoo.com)
Cast: Lia Gershtein, Orli Manor
A sensual thriller. Nicky is a mercenary devoted to her job. The woman she is sent to kill
hypnotizes this
professional killer, and for the first time in her life, Nicky hesitates before pulling the trigger.
Self Service - Israel, 2007, 9 min
Honorable Mention for an Israeli Short Film - TLVFest 2008
Directed by Doron Alon (doron_alon@walla.com)
Cast: Amit Zamir, Moshe Ben-Eved
Idan, a man in his twenties, arrives at a Laundromat where Mike, a handsome young guy, sleeps.
Mike is
awoken by Idan's presence, and while remaining apparently indifferent, notices the attraction and
curiosity he arouses in Idan. The encounter will end unexpectedly for both.
Girlfriend - Israel, 2007, 7 min.
Directed by Libi Tishler (libilibik@gmail.com)
A documentary research on a case of love and betrayal. The story of loving women and an
experience of
pain unfolds very gently out of the testimonies of three participants, and a fourth one who hides
behind
the camera.
Escort Boy - Israel, 2007, 13:25 min.
Directed by Lenny Cohen, (electrohanan@yahoo.com)
Cast: Ofer Shafir, Bella Goldbaum, Ran Levi, Albert Cohen
Yoav watches an escort club from his Tel Aviv apartment located across the street. One day he
notices a
blind older man trying to get in. Yoav helps him and finds himself in a situation that forces him to
deal
with his sexual identity.
So Far, So Good - Israel, 2007, 12 min.

Directed by Tamir Hod, (hod.tamir@gmail.com)
Keren comes back from work,to find ants invading her home. Romie, her lover, ignores this
troubling
phenomenon, and would rather have another peek at the neighbor. Their attempts to move on
with their
routine fail to conceal the tension in their relationship.
Gevald - Israel, 2007, 17 min
Best Israeli Short - TLVFest 2008.
Directed by Netali Baron (netalie.b@gmail.com)
Cast: Gil Naveh, Noga Meltzer, Adili Liberman, Samira Sariya, Eli 7 Alexander, Tal Kalai
One night at the Shushan, the gay bar in Jerusalem. The gay pride parade which had been
planned for the
following day was cancelled due to violent protests by religious movements. Against the decadent
background of drag performances, a tiny and almost impossible love story is rekindled.
TLVFest Israeli shorts 2007:
Her Own Way
Directed by Limor Ziv (limziv@gmail.com)
Where does the fear to be one's self come from? Which feelings of "wrong" or "right" take charge
of our
deepest authentic feelings? Mika feels that binds around her are getting tighter and tighter,
preventing
her from being true about her feelings for another girl. One entire weekend, just them on their
own, Mika
knows there's no escape from facing it At the end of this weekend nothing will remain the same.
This film
based on the director personal experience 9 years ago.
Father's Pride
Directed by Uval Bagno (ybagno@gmail.com)
A soldier meets the love of his life while serving in the military but is afraid to come out of the
closet to his
father, in light of the death of his admired and much loved older brother.
Muse
Directed by Ofer Rudolphson (oferrudolphson@hotmail)
Two young women go on a romantic, somewhat spacey, date at a Tel Aviv Bar.
Tryout
Best Israeli Short - TLVFest 2007.
Directed by Nimrod Rinot (festivals@beitberl.ac.il)
Dan is facing some crucial times in his life. His distant heart torn between Etay, his boyfriend who wants
to tell the world about their love - and Uri, his son - who comes for a visit and tries to get close
with his
dad but actually knows nothing about him.
Shotgun
Directed by Ronny Hirschmann (festivals@beitberl.ac.il)
A brief school bathroom encounter turns to young love as a sixteen year old Springsteen fan and
an
eighteen year old trouble maker find a way to make high school a little less boring.
A Prayer in January
Directed by Ofir Raul Graizer (ofirgraizer@gmail.com)

On one warm Saturday, a young man is forced to choose between his gay lover and submission to
his
religious identity.

